right from its formal introduction in India in 1835 through Thomas B. Macaulay's Minute English has been intrinsically linked with the employment prospects of Indians during their regime. The British promoted English education to fulfill the requirement of English knowing Indians for administrative purposes. Owing to globalization, the last few years have witnessed the opening up of thousands of lucrative job opportunities for graduates proficient in English. English has gained importance in India as the language of opportunities. In colonial India, English education was a passport to government jobs, while in the twenty-first century, proficiency in English is essential for private sector jobs. This book examines the development of curricula in English in Indian universities vis-à-vis the needs of second-language learners studying in special English programs of Bachelor of Arts BA. It also reflects on how globalization has strengthened the connection between English and employment.

Strain Hardening Cementitious Composites: material development, performance characterization, structural, and 3D printing applications 2022-05-10

during the first quarter century of the Cold War upholding human rights was rarely a priority in US policy toward Latin America seeking to protect US national security. American policymakers quietly cultivated relations with politically ambitious Latin American militaries. A strategy clearly evident in the Ford administration's tacit support of state sanctioned terror in Argentina following the 1976 military coup d'état by the mid-1970s however the blossoming human rights movement in the United States posed a serious threat to the maintenance of close US ties to anticommunist right-wing military regimes. The competition between Cold Warriors and human rights advocates culminated in a fierce struggle to define US policy during the Jimmy Carter presidency. The fate of freedom elsewhere William Michael Schmidli argues that Argentina emerged as the defining test case of Carter's promise to bring human rights to the center of his administration's foreign policy entering the Oval Office at the height of the kidnapping torture and murder of thousands of Argentines by the military government Carter set out to dramatically shift US policy from subtle support to public condemnation of human rights violation but could the administration elicit human rights improvements in the face of a zealous military dictatorship rising Cold War tension and domestic opposition by grappling with the disparate actors engaged in the struggle over human rights including civil rights activists, second-wave feminists, Chicano activists, religious progressives, members of the new right conservative cold warriors, and business leaders Schmidli utilizes unique interviews with US and Argentine actors as well as newly declassified archives to offer a telling analysis of the rise of efficacy and limits of human rights in shaping US foreign policy in the cold war.
The Fate of Freedom Elsewhere 2013-07-03

originally published new york new york university press 1956 x 438 pp the work consists of the papers delivered by participants in the conference sponsored by the new york university institute of comparative law to honor the 150th anniversary of the french civil code which was the largest public celebration of the event in the legal world the papers deal with the influence of the code upon common law countries in their efforts to manage statute and case law and gives examples of modern attempts at restatement of the law and uniform state laws as examples of the effect of the code s coherence and logic the papers were given by notable legal scholars such as benjamin akzin ren cassi c j friedrich arthur von mehren roscoe pound thibadeau rinfret max rheinstein angelo piero sereni jack bernard tate and arthur t vanderbilt at the time of these lectures schwartz was director of the institute includes a bibliography by julius j marke reprint of the first edition bernard schwartz 1923 1997 was professor of law and director of the institute of comparative law new york university he was the author of over fifty books including french administrative law and the common law world 1954 reprinted 2006 the five volume commentary on the constitution of the united states 1963 1968 constitutional law a d104book 2d ed 1979 administrative law a casebook 4th ed 1994 and a history of the supreme court 1993
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want to know not just what makes rockets go up but how to do it optimally optimal control theory has become such an important field in aerospace engineering that no graduate student or practicing engineer can afford to be without a working knowledge of it this is the first book that begins from scratch to teach the reader the basic principles of the calculus of variations develop the necessary conditions step by step and introduce the elementary computational techniques of optimal control this book with problems and an online solution manual provides the graduate level reader with enough introductory knowledge so that he or she can not only read the literature and study the next level textbook but can also apply the theory to find optimal solutions in practice no more is needed than the usual background of an undergraduate engineering science or mathematics program namely calculus differential equations and numerical integration although finding optimal solutions for these problems is a complex process involving the calculus of variations the authors carefully lay out step by step the most important theorems and concepts numerous examples are worked to demonstrate how to apply the theories to everything from classical problems e g crossing a river in minimum time to engineering problems e g minimum fuel launch of a satellite throughout the book use is made of the time optimal launch of a satellite into orbit as an important case study with detailed analysis of two examples launch from the moon and launch from earth for launching into the field of optimal solutions look no further

Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, Education, and Related Agencies Appropriations for 2001: Department of Education 1993

this book intends to provide a continuous assessment of the crisis in governance in africa as it is there are huge deficits in the capacity of african states to harness vast human and material resources to promote good governance this manifests in pervasive corruption collapsed service delivery collapsed state owned enterprises eroded social trust capital flight escalating levels of poverty and wars human insecurity and stunted growth the public sector is the pulse of service delivery because the entire governance system revolves around the sourcing of materials and services mostly from the private sector in order to achieve its public policy intents the procurement process therefore ordinarily ought to yield positive economic outcomes and an efficiency driven system in favour of the government itself and its service recipients however this more often than not is not the case despite its enormous wealth the african continent is in an economic quagmire a dilemma that requires multi facet research activities this is the motivation for this book
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this book is a good starting place for finding successful science fair projects school library journal can provide needed direction to parents and students facing looming classroom deadlines the los angeles times offers a real
variety to young scientists parent council r selected as outstanding any kid can be a winner and take top honors at
the school science fair by picking one of these 100 proven first place projects among the cool ideas demonstrate
the action of magnetic fields make a moon box build ant architecture and measure static electricity plus there s
plenty of fun in creating homemade perfume and erupting volcanoes doing a bubble gum plant graft and building
a big green solar machine youngsters will find plenty of hints for crafting eye catching displays too

Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations for 1994: Justification of the budget estimates: Office of the Secretary 2000

the fifth annual international symposium on the super collider was a great success over 700 participants from
around the country and the world gathered on may 6 8 1993 in san francisco to mark the progress of the ssc to
discuss current issues and to chart a course of action for the continued development of our understanding of
basic subatomic matter together the american public academic communities private sectors and governments
from around the world have embarked on a project critical to maintaining our nation s preeminence as the world
s leader in basic scientific research and the practical application of scientific knowledge america has long
maintained a commitment to investing in our nation s future the super collider represents an essential next step in
the direction of scope of human knowledge the theme of the conference reflects these important goals ssc
focusing the world on next generation science the challenge for us today is to spread the message of the
importance of investing in america s future this is our task and the task of supporters of the super
colliderthroughout the nation without employing all of our energies our nation will miss an historic opportunity
to ensure america s scientific technological and economic leadership in the years ahead as we enter the next
millennium
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